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mammal was doubtless plantigrade, and certainly five-toed. 
Many of the early tertiary forms show this feature, which is still 
seen. in some existing forms. This generalised foot became 
modified by a gradual loss of the outer toes and increase in size 
of the central ones, the reduction proceeding according to sys
tematic methods, differing in each group. Corresponding 
challges took place in the limb bones. One result was a great 
increase in speed, as the power was applied so as to act on.ly in 
the plane of motion. The best effect of this specialisation i, 
seen to-day in the horse and antelope, each representing a 
distinct group of ungulates with five-toed ancestors. 

If the history of American mammals, as I have .briefly 
sketched it, seems as a whole incomplete. and unsatisfactory, we 
must remember that the genealogical tree of this class has its 
trnnk and larger limbs concealed beneath the d!bris of mesozoic 
ti me, while its roots doubtless strike so deeply into the palreozoic 
that for the present they are lost. A decade or two hence we 
shall probably know something of the mammalian fauna of the 
cretaceous, and the earlier lineage of our existing mammals can 
then he traced with more certainty. 

The results I have presented to you are mainly derived from 
personal observation, and since a large part of the higher verte
brate remains found in this country have passed through my hands, 
I am willing to assume foll responsibility for my presentation of 
the subject. 

F or our present knowledge of the extinct mammals, birds, and 
reptiles of North America, science is especially indebted to 
Leicly, whose careful, conscientious work has laid a secure 
foundation for our vertebrate pal.:eontology. The energy of 
Cope has brought to notice many strange forms, and greatly 
enlarged our literature. Agassiz, Owen, V1-'yman, Baird, Hitch
cock, Deane, Emmons, Lea, Allen, Gibbes, Jefferson, DeKay, 
and Harlan deserve honourable mention ia the history of this 
branch of science, The South Americ~n extinct vertebrates 
have Leen described by Lund, Owen, Burmeister, Gervais, 
Huxley, FJo,.·er, Desmarest, Aymard, Pictet, and Nodot. 
Dr,rwiu and ·Wallace have likewise contributed valuable informa
tion on this subject, as they have on nearly ali forms of life. 

In this long hist0ry of ancient life I have said nothing of what 
life itself really is. And for the best of reasons, because I know 
uothing. Here at present our ignorance is dense, and yet we 
need not despair. Light, heat, electricity and magnetism, 
chemical affinity, and motion are now considered different fotms 
of the same force.; and the opinion is rapidly gaining ground 
that life, or vital force, is only another phase of the same power. 
Po,s ibly the great mystery of life may thus be solved, but whether 
i '. be or not, a true faith. in science admits no limit to its search 
for truth. 

THE GERMAN ASSOCIA TION AT llIUNICH 
]~II E fiftieth meeting of the German Association of Naturalists 

,tnd Physicians began on September I 7 by a large assembly 
of visitors in the old Town Hall at Munich. The meeting 
th i, year assumed quite a national character. Although in the 
programme its scientific character was principally considered, 
and' ;pleasure trips, banquets, &c., had been reduced to the 
mo; t modest proportions in comparison with former years, yet 
the aspect of the city of Munich, and of all the edifices that 
wc:·e in any way connected with the meeting, was a festive one. 
Some 2,000 visitors had arrived, and the Town Hall on the night 
of the 17th was crowded to suffocation. The authorities of the 
city gave a grand Keller-Fest in honour of the visitors on the 
20th, which was attended by over 5,000 guests. 

The first general meeting was opened by Pro( von Pettenkofer 
on the morning of the 18th inst. In a short address the professor 
announced that His Majesty the King had intended to ser,d his 
royal greeting to the assembled men of science through H.R. H. 
Duke Carl Theodor, of Bavaria (brother to the Empress of 
Austri a), tnt that the duke had suddenly been called to Dresden 
through the death of the dowager Queen of Saxony. In his 
absence His Majesty had intrusted the secretaries with this 
honourable meisage. After other congratulations Dr. von 
Pettenkofer delivered his inaugural address. He reminded 
the assembly that the present was a jubilee meeting, and 
then gave· a retrospect of the growth of the Aswciation 
since its foundation. The first meeting took place at Leip
zig on September 18, 1822, when, following the invitation 
of Prof. Oken, twenty scientific men assembled and founded 
the Society. A paragraph of the statutes prescribed that 
the meetings should always bigin on September 18, and 
should last several days. Under the political circumstances of 

that time and with the means of conveyance then existing the 
modest number of twenty members was considered a fair begin
ning. The next meeting occurred at Halle with thirty-fom 
members, the third at Wtirzburg with thirty-six, the fourth at 
Frankfort-on-Maine with rro, the fifth at Dresden with II6, the 
sixth at Munich with I 56, and the seventh a t Berlin in 1828, 
when 464 members were present. The Association steadily 
increased and the meetings were held annually unless prevented 
by war or epidemics. The last meeting at Hamburg numbered 
over 2,000 members. Little by little a division of Jabour took 
place, and out of the seven original sections twenty-five have 
now resulted. 

After speaking of the progress made by man as compared with 
the lo,ver animals, Pro~ Pettenkofer said-If knowledge is power, 
and nobody will doubt this, then amongst sciences natmal science 
is certainly destined to play a great part, perhaps the greatest, in 
the history and culture of mankind . ... Natural science has but 
to look for facts and truths, and need never busy itself about 
the immediate practical application of what has been found, 
because for them alone it deserves the sympathy of the entire 
civilised world, and the means necessary for its culture and de
velopment. No investment of capital bear, higher interest. 
Finally, the speaker recalled the memory of Prof. Ludwig 
Lorenz Oken, the founder of the association and the author of 
the statutes which, with but a single and trifling exception are 
still in force to-day. He praised the patrioti.sm of Oken, and 
regretted that he died before the reestablishment of the United 
German Empire. 

At the end of the address, the assembly, at the request of Dr. 
von Pettenkofer, rose from their seats in honour of the memory 
of Oken. 

Then followed the first scientific lecture, wh ich was delivered 
by Prof. Waldeyer (Strassburg). He spoke on Kai-I Ernst von 
Baer and his Influence on A'atural Science, giving an elaborate 
memoir of the late great r,aturalist, to whom we owe many of 
the bases of the present theory of evolution. Prof. Dr. Haeckel 
then delivered his address On the Evolution Th eory at the Present 
Time, which we give elsewhere. 

At the second general meeting, on the 20th, the choice of a 
place of meeting was made for next year, Cassel being selected, 
with Doctors Stilling and Gernau as secretaries. Duke Carl 
Theodor of Bavaria, himself an able ophthalmologist, took the 
chair in lieu of Dr. Pettenkofer, and again welcomed the 
assembly, in the name of the kingdom of Bavaria, iri an inter
esting speech. Then followed the address of the eminent 
botanist, Prof. Dr. Nageli, of Munich," On the Limits of Natural 
Knowledge." He pointed out that many naturalist~, when asked 
about the limits of natural knowledge, and thinking a solution 
Ly principles insufficient, simply reply that faith begins where 
knowledge ends. Humanity faces the whole of nature, masters 
new domains constantly by dint of meditation ; the empire of 
knowledge thus always increases in extent, and that of faith 
decreases as constantly. But this solution does not satisfy our 
interest. vVe would wish to know particularly whether the 
limits of natmal knowledge can be determined at all, and how 
far we can penetrate into nature. The solution of this question 
is determined by three ccnclitions :-{I) By the condition and 
capacity of the investigating Self; (2) by the condition and 
accessibility of nature; and (3) by the demands which we 
make from knowledge. With regard to the first point, the un
doubted fact is decisive that our power of thinking, in whatever 
condition it may be, can but give us nature as we perceive her 
with our five senses, and even this again not in her full extent 
and completeness, but only as far as we perceive her in the 
present. "We see and hear only what is in the present; now as 
the organs of our senses are more or less sen;itive for the 
one or the other perception, Darwin's ingenious idea that in 
nature only so many phenomena attained full development as 
were useful to the individual bearer, is fully justified ; on the 
other hand it is very probable that many molecular forces exist 
of which we have no idea, simply because we cannot perceive 
them with our senses. The limited capacity of the I alloY> s 
us only al} extremely fragmentary knowledge of the universe. 
With reference to the second point, the condition and accessi
bility of nature, we can easily perceive the limit; for man it 
rests in space and time. The infinity of space and time, and its 
consequences, are insuperable for us, and nature is everywhere 
uninvestigable where she becomes eternal or infinite, and there
fore she can never be entirely investigated. The naturalist must 
therefore always bear in mind that all his investigations are re
stricted to natural limits, otherwise he will lose himself in ground-
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J<:'sS foncics, an·.l wi11 arrive at absurd conclusions. The speaker 
u,en wrned to the conceptions of the universe. The world 
which is known to us chang;es ; if we follow this in the past and 
future we find, from a physical point ~f view, a s~ate. which 
approaches perfect rest more and more, without r~aching 1t alto
gether. But if we suppose that m space worlds_ anse from worlds 
wilhout eccl and perish again, then the successive states, accorcl
ino- to the materialistic conception, are of the same valne, while 
ac~ording to the philosophical conception they change their rela
tive value by becoming more perfect. The one conceptt0n lets 
the world awaken from dead repose and return to it, the other 
condemns it to eternal repose. \Vith regard to the extension of 
the universe in space, I.he thought that all material space must 
again and again have li_mits, l~a~s us to the ma~he~atical con
clu,ion that our earth, iust as 1t 1s now, reoccurs 111 mfimte num
bers in the universe. The speaker then passed to the third point, 
viz., the demands we make of knowledge. Our knowledge does 
not go further than to compare observed phenomena and jitdge 
of them with reaard to others ; we understand a phenomenon, 
understand its v:tlue with regard to other phenomena, if either we 
measure, count, or weigh it, or if we create it ourselves. It is in 
this latter manner that mathematical s.dence is the product of our 
mind. The understanding of nature therefore rests in the recog
nition of the mathematical method in natural phenomena. 
As by the help of mathematics we un~ers_tand only relative 
or quantitative differences, b:"t not qualttatrv~ ones, because 
these cannot be compared, 1t follows that with regard to the 
latter scientific understanding is only possible separately within 
each single individual. Then Pr~f. N,igeli spoke against_ the 
opinion of those who divide nature_ mto a matenal_and a spmtual 
<;nc because no naturalist can avotd the cencept10n of a causal 
con;ection of mind and body. The finite human mind is a 
double one; on the one hand it invents and puts the muscles 
intc' motion on the other it contemplates, feels pleasure and 
pain, hate ;nd love, a:1d rcmembe_rs. Even without this. htter 
pr<Jpcrty therefore 1,,v1thon~ consc1vusncss, the worln woulu ho.ve 
become ~orld, ma:1 would have lived and taught, spoken and 
rnade music, but everything only mechanically~man would ha':'e 
been an automaton, Prof. Nageli then passed from the domam 
of the mind to that of sensation, explaining that doubtless 
there was sensation in al! molecular forces, the same sensations 
i11 the highest as well as in the lowest stages of organs, in 
the former only so much m01e vivid and refined than. in the 
latter. If we understand spiritual life to be the media•or of 
muse and effect then we find it everywhere. Du Bois-Reymond, 
who treated th~ same subject at Leipzig in 1872, finished his 
address with the words "Ignoramus et 1gnorabimus," but Prof. 
Neigeli ended his speech wit:1 the proud words-:--". vVe ,~now, and 
we shall know if we are satisfied with human ms1ght. 

An address by Prof. Dr. Klebs, of Prague, followed "On the 
Changes in Medical Views during the L1st Decades." 

At the final meeting, on the 22nd instant, Prof. Rudolf 
Virchow gave an address "On the Liberty of Sc,cnce in Modern 
State-life "which was received with loud acclamations of approval. 
After co~trasting former with present times, Prof. Virchow said 
that the last few days had proved that now science enjoys full 
liberty. We must retai11 this posses~ion, and must take care not 
to go too far. Moderattan, the ~esignauon ol personal predt
lections, will be necessary to retam_ the present fa':'ourable con
ditions. The sum total of tliat wluch we may designate as true 
and real science, in the strictest sense of the word, and for which 
alone we may demand full scientific liberty, is a far more modest 
one than the domain of speculative expansion of problems and 
of presentiment. The spe.1ker. then in the most .detailed and 
i11tcresting manner drew the lim1'. between speculatl\'.e mvest1ga
tion on the one side and that which we have recogmsed as facts 
on the other. Prof. Vi rchow is ready to ask that everything 
which may be considered as a perfectly secured scientific truth, 
shall be admitted to the scientilic treasure of the nation. If now 
we stand everywhere before reforms in education, and if for 
natural science a far-reachino- consideration is claimed, it must 
first of all be perfectly clear" to us what is to be comprised in 
this science and what not, and it cannot be left for the peda
g ,gucs to decide, as Prof Haeckel says it ought to be, whether 
me doctrine of evolution is to be comprised 111 the programme of 
elucation or not. If this doctrine is a scientific truth, and proved 
beyond doubt, then its admission to this educational programme 
must be demanded, unless we wish to make hypo;rites of our 
teachers. But if it is completely proved it ought to he explained 
to every child in the schools, not only to the scientific man. 
The speaker then criticised somewhat severely Prof. Haeckel's 

theory of the ple.stidule soul and of the animated cell. As lono- as 
the undeniable proofs were w.mting, he maiutai11ed, we ought,

0

on 
the contrary, to ask our teachers not to teach the evolution doctrine. 
In the domain of the doctrine of evolution wise moderatioa is more 
necessary than anywhere else. For many years Harvey's maxim 
"Omne vivnm ex ovo" remained undenied ; to.day we know fo; 
certain that the "omne" is incorrect. In the same way the· 
"generatio .£C]Uivoca" may be tru_e or not_ it certainly is not 

undeniably proved. In natural science belie~ and knowledge; 
i.e., subjective and objective knowledge are umted. The dorn.ain 
of dogmatic belief is lessened year after year in favour of objec
tive knowledcre which is based upon facts. But apart from the 
latter, subjecfive knowledge makes itself very prominent some
times, and hallucinat:011s and fancies are now and then hid 
beneath its cover. A11thropological investigations contradict 
directly the doctrine of evolution. The skulls found in the 
tombs of the oldest times show a far more human and a far less 
apish type than do a great many living heads, and we cannot 
suppose that only the highest-developed skulls of those periois 
have escaped de;truction. Therefore, precaution, moderation, 
no overrating of our scientific power, for Rican's "scientia est 
potentia" is only meant for true objective knowledge.1 

Many papers of great scientific value were read in the various 
sections, and we hope to he able to refer to these in a future 
number. 

THE PRESENT POSITION OF THE EVO
LUTION THEORY' 

QN this festive day which unites us here for the open·,ug of the 
fiftieth meeting of the Association of German Naturalists, 

universal science may justly point out its relation to the 
domains of our special investig,1ticms. On such a day the 
educated of all circles, who follow with vivid interest the asto
nishing progre;s of the investigation of n:1.ture are specially 
to ask what general results have be<en obtained for the entire 
domai,1 of human educr..tcon. If, therefore, tc-chy I comply 
with the honourable request addressed to me, and ask for your 
kind attention for a short time, I do not think that I can choose 
a more fitting subject for our common consideralio11 than the 
relation of science as a whole to that branch of investigation 
which lie5 neare.;t to 1ne, viz., the doctrine of evolution. 

No other doctrine has so vividly chimed general attention for 
the last decade, no other affects our most important convictions 
so deeply, than the newly.risen doctrine of evolution and the 
monistic philosophy united with it. Because wboHy and solely 
by this doctrine the "question of all questions" ca.n be solved, 
the fundamental '' question of the position of man in nature." 
As man himself is the measure of all things, thus nat,,rally the 
last fundamental questions and the highest principles of all 
science must depend on the position which our advanced under
standing of nature assigns in nature to man himself. 

As you know, it is principally to Charles Darwin that the 
evolution theory of the present day owes this commanding 
position. Because it was he who, eighteen years ago, first broke 
through the rigid ice-cover of reigning prejudices, inspired by the 
same fundamental thought of a monistic development of the world, 
which a century ao-o moved our greatest thinkers and poets, 
Immanuel Kant a;;:d Wolfgang Goethe at their head. By the 
c0nception of his theory of selection-the doctrine of natural 
selection in the struggle tor existence-Darwi11 C)u!d in particular 
give a firm foundation to the most important biological part of 
that doctrine, which had already appeared in the beginning of 
onr century, viz., the theory of descent. In vain the older 
natural philosophy had then begun the light for this theory; 
neither Lamarck and Geoffroy St. Hilaire in France, nor Oken 
and Schellin,; in Germany could obtain a victory for it. Just 
fifty years have now passed since Lorenz Oken began his 
academical lectures on the theory of evolutio11 here at Munich, 
and it therefore becomes us here to-day to place a laurel wreath 
upon the tomb of this deep-sighted zo~logist and inspired philo
sopher. It was Oken also who, in his enthusiasm for scientific 
unity, called together the first meeting of Gernnn n 1turalists at 
Jena in 1822, and to whom, for that reason alone, the thanks of 
this fiftieth assembly are due. 

But the natural philosophy of that time could only draw up the 
general plan of construction and the first outline of the colossal 
edifice of the monistic theory of evolution; only the zealous and 
ant-like diligence of half the following century collected the 

:r '
1 On the Evolution Theory of the Present Day in it~ Relation to Science 

in general." Address by Prof. Haeckel at the Munich I\1eeeting of the 
German Association. 
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